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This book introduces corporate financial management, based on the basic capital
budgeting framework and the time value of money. It focuses on theoretical
formulations and correct application of financial techniques that will help improve
managerial and financial decisions. Based on fundamental principles of
accounting and finance like time value of money and after-tax, it introduces
readers to real-world constraints and complexities in the two fields. Written in a
simple and accessible manner. It can be read by students of finance and
accounting courses, business professionals and general public alike.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Written by award-winning experts, Steve Mariotti and Caroline Glackin,
Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management presents complex economic,
financial and business concepts in a manner easily understood by a variety of
students. Based on a proven curriculum from the Network for Teaching
Entrepreneurship (NFTE), it is organized to follow the life-cycle of an
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entrepreneurial venture–from concept through implementation to harvesting or
replication. Filled with examples from a broad range of industries, it moves further
into the entrepreneurial process–discussing the business plan and also the
unique aspects of managing and growing entrepreneurial ventures and small
businesses.
For introductory courses in managerial finance. Help students apply financial
concepts to solve real world problems with a proven teaching and learning
framework The Teaching and Learning System -- a hallmark feature of Principles
of Managerial Finance, Brief -- weaves pedagogy into concepts and practice,
giving students a roadmap to follow through the text and supplementary tools.
The 8th Edition, Global Edition, concentrates on the material students need to
know in order to make effective financial decisions in an increasingly competitive
business environment. It allows students to make the connections between a
firm's action and its value, as determined in the financial market. With a generous
amount of examples, this text is an easily accessible resource for in- and out-ofclass learning.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of the MyLab(tm) and Mastering(tm) platforms
exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
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MyLab or Mastering, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will
provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for
the MyLab platform may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For
introductory courses in managerial finance. This package includes MyLab
Finance. Help students apply financial concepts to solve real world problems with
a proven teaching and learning framework The Teaching and Learning System -a hallmark feature of Principles of Managerial Finance, Brief -- weaves pedagogy
into concepts and practice, giving students a roadmap to follow through the text
and supplementary tools. The 8th Edition concentrates on the material students
need to know in order to make effective financial decisions in an increasingly
competitive business environment. It allows students to make the connections
between a firm's action and its value, as determined in the financial market. With
a generous amount of examples, this text is an easily accessible resource for inand out-of-class learning. Personalize learning with MyLab Finance By combining
trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab
personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student.
0134830148 / 9780134830148 Principles of Managerial Finance, Brief Plus
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MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 8/e Package
consists of: 0134476301 / 9780134476308 Principles of Managerial Finance,
Brief 0134479904 / 9780134479903 MyLab Finance with Pearson eText -Access Card -- for Principles of Managerial Finance, Brief, 8/e
Managerial Finance provides a clear and readable explanation of the most
important topics managers should understand about business finance. These
include resource management, investment and decision making, as well as the
practical use of financial rations and performance indicators. Real examples and
case studies are used throughout to illustrate points in a practical context. The
book is based upon the Management Charter Initiative's Occupational Standards
for Management NVQs and SVQs at Levels 4 & 5 and is also particularly suitable
for managers on Certificate and Diploma in Management programmes, including
those accredited by the IM and Edexcel (formerly BTEC). Managerial Finance is
part of the highly successful series of textbooks for managers which cover the
knowledge and understanding required as part of any competency based
management programme. The books cover the three main levels of
management: supervisory/first-line management (NVQ level 3), middle
management (Certificate/NVQ level 4) and senior management (Diploma/NVQ
level 5). Alan Parkinson is the Hill Samuel Senior Lecturer in Accounting &
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Finance at the Open Business School. He was previously responsible as Director
of the Open University MBA Programme for launching the highly successful MBA
Course.
Contemporary public managers find themselves under pressure on many fronts.
Coming off a sustained period of growth in their funding and some complacency
about their performance, they now face an environment of ferocious
competitiveness abroad and austerity at home. Public managers across Australia
and New Zealand are finding themselves wrestling with expenditure reduction, a
smaller public sector overall, sustained demands for productivity improvement,
and the imperative to think differently about the optimal distribution of
responsibilities between states, markets and citizens. Given ever-shrinking
resources, in terms of staffing, budgets and time, how can public managers and
public services become more productive, more outcome-driven and more agile?
How can we achieve better alignment between ever-growing citizen expectations
and the realities of constrained service provision? What can we learn from the
best combination of innovation and austerity already being delivered in other
countries and sectors, including harnessing the grounded wisdom of frontline
service delivery practitioners? This book focuses on practical ways public
managers at home and abroad are dealing with these shared dilemmas. It brings
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together renowned scholars in the fields of public sector productivity,
performance management, ‘frugal innovation’ and budget stringency, with
leading international and Australasian practitioners sharing their successes and
challenges.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting
from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may
have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- &>Principles of Managerial Finance, Fourteenth Edition, Gitman and
Zutter guide you through the complexities of finance with their proven learning
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system. Teaching and learning aids are woven into concepts and practice,
creating a roadmap to follow through the text. Several features-including Why
This Chapter Matters and Personal Finance Examples-show the value of
applying financial principles and techniques to everyday life. MyFinanceLab for
Principles of Managerial Finance, Fourteenth Edition creates learning
experiences that are truly personalized and continuously adaptive.
MyFinanceLab reacts to how students are actually performing, offering datadriven guidance that helps them better absorb course material and understand
difficult concepts-resulting in better performance in the course. A dynamic set of
tools for gauging individual and class progress means educators can spend less
time grading and more time teaching. This program will provide a better teaching
and learning experience. Here's how: Improve Results with MyFinanceLab:
MyFinanceLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed and provides
engaging experiences that personalize learning. Guide Students with a Proven
Learning Goal System: Integrating pedagogy with concepts and practical
applications, this system presents the material students need to make effective
financial decisions in a competitive business environment. Provide Real, Handson Examples and Connections: Personal finance connections, international
considerations, and Excel® spreadsheet practice help students identify and apply
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concepts in their daily lives. This package contains: 0133507696 /
9780133507690 Principles of Managerial Finance, 14e 0133543757 /
9780133543759 NEW MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText Access Card for
Principles of Managerial Finance, 14e
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780133547337. This item is printed on demand.
Principles of Managerial Finance.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-holepunched, loose-leaf version. Student Value Editions also offer a great value; this format costs
significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review
your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. For Student Value Editions
that include MyLab(tm) or Mastering(tm), several versions may exist for each title -- including
customized versions for individual schools -- and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a Course ID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use MyLab or
Mastering platforms. For introductory courses in managerial finance. Help students apply
financial concepts to solve real world problems with a proven teaching and learning framework
The Teaching and Learning System -- a hallmark feature of Principles of Managerial Finance,
Brief -- weaves pedagogy into concepts and practice, giving students a roadmap to follow
through the text and supplementary tools. The 8th Edition concentrates on the material
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students need to know in order to make effective financial decisions in an increasingly
competitive business environment. It allows students to make the connections between a firm's
action and its value, as determined in the financial market. With a generous amount of
examples, this text is an easily accessible resource for in- and out-of-class learning. Also
available with MyLab Finance MyLab(tm) is the teaching and learning platform that empowers
you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible
platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student.
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab(tm) Finance does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab Finance,
ask your instructor to confirm the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact
your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the looseleaf version of the text and MyLab Finance, search for: 0134830199 / 9780134830193
Principles of Managerial Finance, Brief, Student Value Edition Plus MyLab Finance with
Pearson eText - Access Card Package, 8/e Package consists of: 0134477081 /
9780134477084 Principles of Managerial Finance, Brief, Student Value Edition 013447810X /
9780134478104 MyLab Finance with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Principles of
Managerial Finance, Brief
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780133547221. This item is printed on demand.
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922936.
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Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a twosemester accounting course that covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial
accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both accounting and nonaccounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to
build a strong foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each chapter opens with
a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are
presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on emerging accounting
knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed
business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of
accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
Package consists of 0136124569 / 9780136124566 MyFinanceLab -- Valuepack Access Card
0321524136 / 9780321524133 Principles of Managerial Finance 032152523X /
9780321525239 Study Guide for Principles of Managerial Finance
This title includes topics such as multinational finance and small business issues. The new
edition has also incorporated ethical dilemma discussions throughout the text.

Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the
outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies:
9780133546408. This item is printed on demand.
In Principles of Managerial Finance, Fourteenth Edition, Gitman and Zutter guide
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you through the complexities of finance with their proven learning system.
Teaching and learning aids are woven into concepts and practice, creating a
roadmap to follow through the text. Several features–includingWhy This Chapter
Matters and Personal Finance Examples–show the value of applying financial
principles and techniques to everyday life. MyFinanceLab for Principles of
Managerial Finance, Fourteenth Editioncreates learning experiences that are
truly personalized and continuously adaptive.MyFinanceLab reacts to how
students are actually performing, offering data-driven guidance that helps them
better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts–resulting in
better performance in the course. A dynamic set of tools for gauging individual
and class progress means educators can spend less time grading and more time
teaching. This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience.
Here's how: Improve Results with MyFinanceLab: MyFinanceLab delivers proven
results in helping students succeed and provides engaging experiences that
personalize learning. Guide Students with a Proven Learning Goal System:
Integrating pedagogy with concepts and practical applications, this system
presents the material students need to make effective financial decisions in a
competitive business environment. Provide Real, Hands-on Examples and
Connections: Personal finance connections, international considerations, and
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Excel® spreadsheet practice help students identify and apply concepts in their
daily lives. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyFinanceLab does
not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchaseboth the
physical text and MyFinanceLab search for ISBN-10: 0133740927/ISBN-13:
9780133740929. That package includes ISBN-10: 0133507696/ISBN-13:
9780133507690 and ISBN-10: 0133543757/ISBN-13: 9780133543759.
MyFinanceLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased
when required by an instructor.
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is
available. Search for ISBN 9781680922929. Principles of Accounting is designed
to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting
course that covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This
book is specifically designed to appeal to both accounting and non-accounting
majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to
build a strong foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each
chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student.
Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter,
allowing students to build on emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are
further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business
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processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of
accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote
memorization.
Gitman's Brief Third Edition approaches introductory finance with a focused
concentration on the fundamental concepts, techniques, and practices of
managerial finance. Integrating pedagogy with the concepts and practical
applications necessary for a solid understanding of managerial finance, this
edition equips instructors and students to concentrate on the concepts,
techniques, and practices for keen financial decision making in an increasingly
competitive business environment.
Steve Wilkens exposes the complex ethical systems lurking behind the most
common slogans of our culture, offering a Christian evaluation of each. In this
revised and expanded edition, the author has updated his introductory remarks
about each ethical system and has included new chapters on evolutionary ethics
and narrative ethics.
For Introduction to Managerial Finance courses. Guide students through complex
material with a proven learning goal system. This system - a hallmark feature of
Principles of Managerial Finance, Brief --weaves pedagogy into concepts and
practice, giving students a roadmap to follow through the text and supplementary
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tools. MyFinanceLab for Principles of Managerial Finance: Brief, Seventh Edition
creates learning experiences that are truly personalized and continuously
adaptive. MyFinanceLab reacts to how students are actually performing, offering
data-driven guidance that helps them better absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts - resulting in better performance in the course. A
dynamic set of tools for gauging individual and class progress means educators
can spend less time grading and more time teaching. This program will provide a
better teaching and learning experience--for you and your students. Here's how:
Improve Results with MyFinanceLab: MyFinanceLab delivers proven results in
helping students succeed and provides engaging experiences that personalize
learning. Guide Students with a Proven Learning Goal System: Integrating
pedagogy with concepts and practical applications, this system presents the
material students need to make effective financial decisions in a competitive
business environment. Provide Real, Hands-on Examples and Connections:
Personal finance connections, international considerations, and Excel®
spreadsheet practice help students identify and apply concepts in their daily lives.
Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyFinanceLab does not come
packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text
and MyFinanceLab search for ISBN-10: 0133740897/ISBN-13: 9780133740899.
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That package includes ISBN-10: 0133546403/ISBN-13: 9780133546408 and
ISBN-10: 0133565416/ISBN-13: 9780133565416. MyFinanceLab is not a selfpaced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
For Introduction to Managerial Finance courses. Guide students through complex
material with a proven learning goal system. This system—a hallmark feature of
Principles of Managerial Finance—weaves pedagogy into concepts and practice,
giving students a roadmap to follow through the text and supplementary tools.
MyFinanceLab for Principles of Managerial Finance creates learning experiences
that are truly personalized and continuously adaptive. MyFinanceLab reacts to
how students are actually performing, offering data-driven guidance that helps
them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts—resulting in
better performance in the course. A dynamic set of tools for gauging individual
and class progress means educators can spend less time grading and more time
teaching. This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience—for
you and your students. Here’s how: Improve Results with MyFinanceLab:
MyFinanceLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed and provides
engaging experiences that personalize learning. Guide Students with a Proven
Learning Goal System: Integrating pedagogy with concepts and practical
applications, this system presents the material students need to make effective
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financial decisions in a competitive business environment. Provide Real, Handson Examples and Connections: Personal finance connections, international
considerations, and Excel® spreadsheet practice help students identify and apply
concepts in their daily lives. Please note that the product you are purchasing
does not include MyFinanceLab. MyFinanceLab Join over 11 million students
benefiting from Pearson MyLabs. This title can be supported by MyFinanceLab,
an online homework and tutorial system designed to test and build your
understanding. Would you like to use the power of MyFinanceLab to accelerate
your learning? You need both an access card and a course ID to access
MyFinanceLab. These are the steps you need to take: 1. Make sure that your
lecturer is already using the system Ask your lecturer before purchasing a MyLab
product as you will need a course ID from them before you can gain access to
the system. 2. Check whether an access card has been included with the book at
a reduced cost If it has, it will be on the inside back cover of the book. 3. If you
have a course ID but no access code, you can benefit from MyFinanceLab at a
reduced price by purchasing a pack containing a copy of the book and an access
code for MyFinanceLab (ISBN:9781292078342) 4. If your lecturer is using the
MyLab and you would like to purchase the product... Go to
www.myfinancelab.com to buy access to this interactive study programme. For
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educator access, contact your Pearson representative. To find out who your
Pearson representative is, visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
Financial Strategy for Public Managers is a new generation textbook for financial management
in the public sector. It offers a thorough, applied, and concise introduction to the essential
financial concepts and analytical tools that today's effective public servants need to know. It
starts "at the beginning" and assumes no prior knowledge or experience in financial
management. Throughout the text, Kioko and Marlowe emphasize how financial information
can and should inform every aspect of public sector strategy, from routine procurement
decisions to budget preparation to program design to major new policy initiatives. They draw
upon dozens of real-world examples, cases, and applied problems to bring that relationship
between information and strategy to life. Unlike other public financial management texts, the
authors also integrate foundational principles across the government, non-profit, and
"hybrid/for-benefit" sectors. Coverage includes basic principles of accounting and financial
reporting, preparing and analyzing financial statements, cost analysis, and the process and
politics of budget preparation. The text also includes several large case studies appropriate for
class discussion and/or graded assignments.
Lawrence J. Gitman appeared as first named author on earlier editions.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780133740882. This item is printed on demand.
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Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780136119456. This item is printed on demand.
Once again, Principles of Managerial Finance brings you a user friendly text with strong
pedagogical features and an easy-to-understand writing style. The new edition continues to
provide a proven learning system that integrates pedagogy with concepts and practical
applications, making it the perfect learning tool for today’s students. The book concentrates on
the concepts, techniques and practices that are needed to make key financial decisions in an
increasingly competitive business environment. Not only does this text provide a strong basis
for further studies of Managerial Finance, but it also incorporates a personal finance
perspective. The effect is that students gain a greater understanding of finance as a whole and
how it affects their day-to-day lives; it answers the question “Why does finance matter to ME?”
By providing a balance of managerial and personal finance perspectives, clear exposition,
comprehensive content, and a broad range of support resources, Principles of Managerial
Finance will continue to be the preferred choice for many introductory finance courses.
For introductory courses in managerial finance. Help students apply financial concepts to solve
real world problems with a proven teaching and learning framework The Teaching and
Learning System -- a hallmark feature of Principles of Managerial Finance, Brief -- weaves
pedagogy into concepts and practice, giving students a roadmap to follow through the text and
supplementary tools. The 8th Edition, Global Edition, concentrates on the material students
need to know in order to make effective financial decisions in an increasingly competitive
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business environment. It allows students to make the connections between a firm’s action and
its value, as determined in the financial market. With a generous amount of examples, this text
is an easily accessible resource for in- and out-of-class learning. The full text downloaded to
your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make
highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to
your computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free
download), available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will
receive via email the code and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit The
eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook
products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
Gitman's proven learning goal system–a hallmark feature of Principles of Managerial
Finance–weaves pedagogy into concepts and practice, providing readers with a roadmap to
guide them through the text and supplementary tools.

From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s workadvice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice
columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office
because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this
incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have
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during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then
hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you
catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your
cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . .
[Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional
(even when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist
(starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure
to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of
readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or
anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred
review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is
even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of
humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule
and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for
navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry,
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author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life
Together
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780321524126 9780321557520
9780138011284 9780132479554 .
This Online CoursePack consists of Principles of Managerial Finance Brief:
International Edition, 5/e by Gitman (ISBN: 9780321566553); plus MyFinanceLab
6-Month Student Access Code, 1/e (ISBN: 9780321412393)
Principles of Managerial Finance, BriefPrentice Hall
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